Mars formed rapidly into runt of litter
25 May 2011
thought that there were no embryos in the solar
system to study, but when we study Mars, we are
studying embryos that eventually made planets like
Earth."
There had been large uncertainties in the formation
history of Mars because of the unknown
composition of its mantle, the rock layer that
underlies the crust. "Now we can shrink those
uncertainties to the point where we can do
interesting science," Dauphas said.
Hafnium-Tungsten Chronometer
Dauphas and Pourmand were able to refine the
age of Mars by using the radioactive decay of
hafnium to tungsten in meteorites as a
(PhysOrg.com) -- Mars developed in as little as two chronometer. Hafnium 182 decays into tungsten
to four million years after the birth of the solar
182 in a half-life of nine million years. This relatively
system, far more quickly than Earth, according to a rapid decay process means that almost all hafnium
new study published in the May 26 issue of the
182 will disappear in 50 million years, providing a
journal Nature. The red planet's rapid formation
way to assemble a fine-scale chronology of early
helps explain why it is so small, say the study's co- events in the solar system.
authors, Nicolas Dauphas at the University of
Chicago and Ali Pourmand at the University of
"To apply that system you need two gradients,"
Miami (UM) Rosenstiel School of Marine &
Pourmand explained. "You need the hafniumAtmospheric Science.
tungsten ratio of the mantle of Mars and you need
Mars probably is not a terrestrial planet like Earth,
which grew to its full size over 50 to 100 million
years via collisions with other small bodies in the
solar system, said Dauphas, an associate
professor in geophysical sciences.

the tungsten isotopic composition of the mantle of
Mars." The latter was well known from analyses of
Martian meteorites, but not the former.

Previous estimates of the formation of Mars ranged
as high as 15 million years because the chemical
composition of the Martian mantle was largely
"Earth was made of embryos like Mars, but Mars is unknown. Scientists still wrestle with large
a stranded planetary embryo that never collided
uncertainties in the composition of Earth's mantle
with other embryos to make an Earthlike planet,"
because of composition-altering processes such as
Dauphas said. The new work provides supporting melting.
evidence for this idea, which was first proposed 20
years ago on the basis of planetary growth
"We have the same problem for Mars," Dauphas
simulations.
said. Analyses of Martian meteorites provide clues
as to the mantle composition of Mars, but their
The new evidence likely will change the way
compositions also have changed.
planetary scientists view Mars, observed
Pourmand, assistant professor in marine geology Solving some lingering unknowns regarding the
and geophysics at the UM Rosenstiel School. "We composition of chondrites, a common type of
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meteorites, provided the data they needed. As
thorium ratio in the Martian mantle, they would have
essentially unaltered debris left over from the birth the ratio for the whole planet, which they need to
of the solar system, chondrites serve as a Rosetta reconstruct its formation history.
stone for deducing planetary chemical composition.
Mars-Meteorite Connection
Cosmochemists have intensively studied
chondrites, but still poorly understand the
The relationships between hafnium, thorium, and
abundances of two categories of elements that they tungsten dictated that the hafnium-thorium ratio in
contained, including uranium, thorium, lutetium and the mantle of Mars must be similar to the same
hafnium.
ratio in chondrites. To derive the Martian mantle's
hafnium-thorium ratio, they divided the thoriumDauphas and Pourmand thus analyzed the
tungsten ratio of the Martian meteorites by the
abundances of these elements in more than 30
thorium-hafnium ratio of the chondrites.
chondrites, and compared those to the
compositions of another 20 Martian meteorites.
"Why do you do that? Because thorium and
tungsten have very similar chemical behavior,"
"Once you solve the composition of chondrites you Dauphas said.
can address many other questions," Dauphas said,
including a refinement of the age of the Milky Way Once Dauphas and Pourmand had determined this
galaxy, which he published in 2005.
ratio, they were able to calculate how long it took
Mars to develop into a planet. A computer
simulation based on these data showed that Mars
must have reached half its present size only two
million years after the formation of the solar system.
A quickly forming Mars would help explain the
puzzling similarities in the xenon content of its
atmosphere and that of Earth.

Mars is a a planetary embryo that never collided with
other embryos to form an Earth-like planet. Credit:
Christopher Leather, University of Chicago

Hafnium and thorium both are refractory or nonvolatile elements, meaning that their compositions
remain relatively constant in meteorites. They also Mars likely developed in two to four million years; Earth's
are lithophile elements, those that would have
growth was over 50 to 100 million years. Credit:
stayed in the mantle when the core of Mars formed. Christopher Leather/University of Chicago
Thus, if scientists could measure the hafnium-
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"Maybe it's just a coincidence, but maybe the
solution is that part of the atmosphere of Earth was
inherited from an earlier generation of embryos that
had their own atmospheres, maybe a Mars-like
atmosphere," Dauphas said.
The short formation history of Mars further raises
the possibility that aluminum 26, which is known
from meteorites, turned the planet into a magma
ocean early in it history. Aluminum 26 has a half-life
of 700,000 years, so it would have disappeared too
quickly to contribute to the internal heat of Earth.
If Mars formed in two million years, however,
significant quantities of aluminum 26 would remain.
"When this aluminum 26 decays it releases heat
and can completely melt the planet," Pourmand
said.
More information: "Hf-W-Th evidence for rapid
growth of Mars and its status as a planetary
embryo," by N. Dauphas and A. Pourmand, Nature,
May 26, 2011.
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